Lighting Efficiency

Why a lighting redesign study?

A lighting redesign study, performed by a Lighting Certified professional, can help determine the proper lighting levels for your space. In addition to earning study funding rebates you can earn rebates for implementing recommended changes.

And with businesses just like yours looking for ways to stay competitive or ahead of the cost curve, why not commission a Lighting Redesign study? Then you can see how much more efficiently you could light your building and how much less you could pay in electricity costs.

Our lighting redesign rebates involve two steps: diagnosis and implementation. We’ll help offset your out-of-pocket costs for both steps.

Diagnosis rebates

First, we help you analyze your current situation with a lighting redesign study. You select and work with a Lighting Certified (LC) professional or other Xcel Energy-approved lighting professional to create a brief lighting redesign study proposal and complete your study rebate preapproval application. Your proposal gives us the information we need to preapprove the amount of your rebate before you invest in your study.

After completing your study, you’ll receive a study report that:

• Helps you build a business case for improvement-project approval
• Identifies energy savings, cost estimates and rebate amounts for individual energy conservation opportunities

We offer study rebates that cover up to 75 percent of the cost of a lighting redesign study, not to exceed $25,000. (Study funding may vary based on your energy-savings potential.)

Implementation rebates

In order to realize efficiency improvements from lighting redesign, you have to implement your study’s recommendations. Your study will outline the recommended improvements and associated rebates. Then you can select which measures to implement. We help you realize the energy savings by providing cash rebates (up to $400 per kW saved) that cover up to 60 percent of the cost of implementing recommended changes that save electricity.

What situation is most suitable for a lighting redesign study?

• You have a renovation project planned for an older facility.
• You have not yet made lighting purchase decisions for the project.
• Your lighting needs may be markedly different than what is provided by the existing lighting system in the building.
• You have received complaints of glare from employees are tenants.

We’ll help you diagnose and implement lighting redesign options

Contact your Xcel Energy account manager or an energy efficiency specialist at 855.839.8862 or energyefficiency@xcelenergy.com. We’ll help you work through all the available options to find the solutions that best fit your facility and your budget. Visit xcelenergy.com/LightingEfficiency to learn more.

Program restrictions may apply.